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During, the past three decades, the health spa industry has

become t viaJble component of our society. This development has come
I .

about becau e of consumer awareness of the values (80th pleasurable.
4

and healthful) of physical and recreational activities. The

availability of greater, amounts of discretionary income and time have
,

also serve as'datalysts to this upsurge in physical'activity. While

traditiona

for the nee

health spa'

professional grpwtb had readied school and park 'programs

national interests.-in mass participation, to commercial

industry was not sofwell prepared. It resPonded tos4ccess',

howevek transitory at t was, in a classical "Peter, Principle" fashion.
1 !

Not unliK0,4I should add., many'other emerging industries; Its growth.
1

hag=been,evolLitionary,-but it has,.rown. ,Its',hist9ty is Marked by'

both successes and-failures, but it now does have a history. But,

-104.e.cads4=it is.a service industry, its failures tend to, be more

dramati;ctflly etqhed .in the minds of the pubic.;
.e

'e4

,

0 v.
If we really want to know how the industry' evolved, wezii.-

. ,t
.

i
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0 , 'Itr '3 4 ,. s.. ,- i mu4t.,try to learn toillething.abovt the nature of the first, gpa operatrbi.*
, .
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.Picture, if you will, 'a man with a .strong in, '''' '.

.

. e ' ,own physical health,aAd'devefopment4, An interest. gO strong that-he
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, I ^-' 'eclOipped his own basement or garag.eiwi*th'cexerpise equipment i!hat hF 4,-
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friends and neighbors. More healthy in fact, younger' in

short better. Interest in his home gym might have grown-to a'

point where he formed a club that his friends joined. At any rate

before long at the urging of his friends, he rented space in a

commercial building and opened a health club, or spat, or gym' or
4

whatever.

ft
Now, instead of being only a person interested in his own

personal health and physical develbpment, hetbecame a businessman.

elftsriessman with neither expertise or training. He was unable to

nticiti4. the demand that wouldeventually develop for his service*4

and, because of laCR of business background, he Was prone to conduct

his business through imitation of others who were in the same

situation. As a result of this limited business expertise, the-early '

spa operator was beset with a multitude of difficulties. ,Problems

emerged which forced soMeof peers out of business,- stranded-

memtlers; or comPelled others t -Assume a mode of business operation

aimed solely at, surviVai. 'This theory of earlier management tended'. , . , .

,

. .

- t . . .
r , ,

.

, v to produce 6terfeotypes whichhave carried a certain industry stigma _
...-

4
-

1-foward to present day spa, operations. .This perceptual image has
..- ,,

. ,- ,.

been given further impetu4 by'those few operators who persist' in-,
-. ,,,, .

.
...

archaic' activities whiChla/tomote spa .servi'ce's ,to exploit short-term1. .

4.
.. ,

profit4. In-reality,,such targindsk.operatoTsexiSt in ever. business
'A 1

'venture acrd.' are riot unique to thd, spa industry. Thud,' the opus of

4 pas0i0proprietites is Mitigated by%the.transition froM"the,old'way
/

"of.doipg }Zings tothat of the new.
4 1"6
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The Present

Contemporary lifestyles' have created both the need for spa

industry services and the means to avail oneself of the facilities.

So strong were the forc'es favoring spas that the industry grew in

spite of itself and in spite of reckless practices and a lack of

long-term considerations. This rapid growth and operational

transition have created an entjrpy a1terp8 biLajaess environment.

Today, the health spy a industry finds itself with changed perspectives,

modified objectivesc restructured priorities and redefined

responsibilities. To meet these. vicissitudes and challenges, ,the

industry is undergoing a transformation defined by the.followi'ng

criteria:

1) Professional management

2) Long-range profit maximization objectives

3) Large capital investments and permanent' facilities

..x-teensiye advertising and ,Rr motion.coverins large
geographic areas and encomp ssing all media

. 5) Establishment of a structu ed pricing policy

61. Permanent and profession ,programs of instruction
and supervision'

7) ,RegUlati8n of activities at the Federal State
and7Ttatat-tzvel

itutkon of a total recreational concept

A
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0 Americans desire good health. Even after allowing for

inflation, their spending on health products and services continues
411 -----

to soar. Health services has beOome the fastest growing segment of

the national economy. But as prices rise, people search for more

6' economical solutions. The commercial health spa offers a viable -

alternative in both preventive and therapeutic medicine. It really

is inexpensive to maintain good health, to avoid a debilitating

manifestation of nervous tension, and to 1.-61-Ebre. strength and energy

through a combination of proper exercise, rest and nutrition.

A health conscious and cost conscious America will depend

'inoretingly on the modern health_spA,_once they become informed of

the vital benefits. Other trends favoring the growth of spa usage'

include:

1) The high cost of alternative recreation. The

health spa membership costs no more per week

than a movie, date, a night bowling, or a pizza

with beer.

'2) The high percentage of automobile ownerships

puts spa visits within the range of average

people.

3)-' -The gasoline shortage. People will use their

leisure time closer to home.

5
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'4) The high divorce rat.E-. 1117orced individuals

face once again ,the c2erandS-a-ff(14a11212ges

of courtship. ..Imprcved body cosmetics.are

often a top priority nor the newly divorced

and separated.

5) Unprecedented amounts of leisure time for

'average people.,

6) Rich,. self-indulgent dietary habits.

**

7) Urban 'and 'suburban ccncentrations of population

with few natural outlets for physical exercise.

8) National-advertising prograinS expressing the

values of physical fit.Pess.

On6e out of _school, individuals must seriously apply themselves to

and to participate, in physical exercise. are fewer and

fewer opportilnitie for exercise at work, more traveling in the
111,

car, and watching television. Yet, the counterbalancing factors of

available leisure time and spending cower permit the individual to

indulge in a variety of exercise activities. This powerful
t 1

combigafiore.of forces has sustaineC the health spa industry through
*IP

its piorieerihg and growth phag.e. Tne industry has grown to a point
A

.,there it is in a more mature, competitive state. No longer is it

(it

6
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enough to'merely'open attractive, well equipped spas in "good

locations". -Now,' a managements -must 'develop codrdinated marketing-
.

strategies and supports..- pro/rams to assure both a quantity and

quality of spa business. .This is the point at which the eommerciaa.

health industry is now. A§ such, it is a compliment to the vision

,of those who fostered its growth. The commercial health spa is in

the mainstream of change ill America, and management's challenge is

to utilize this change to secure future successes. To foster the

growth of,the health club industry requires a new ingredient ....

professiopalism..

.s

Probably'all the people in This room are professionals.

People who have choSen 'to follow a career dn'physical education.

And, even more specifically, you have 'a special interest in the area

of physical fitness. And, if you are not conducting fitness programs,

yourself,,you are probably teaching young people to become fitness

instructprs. In recent years the : profession has become acutely aware

of the need for professional leadership in Ale areA of adult fitness.

- This interest was fostered by efforts of The President's Council on
1Physical Fitness and 'Sports, The American Medicall AssOciation's

'A i
Committee on Exercise and Physical'Fitness, the'historic lea-detrship-_,

-i
programs of the YMCA, and the More recent ,efforts,efforts of Dr. , Kenneth \

4 \
,o .

.

-Cooper at his aerobic center in Rellas,:Texas: 111-11/ of the yong
;

- J
i .people who.are graduating from our colleges and universitiet 4re

.

2\ \

(looking for opportunities to pursue theirbprofesS. nal interets- ip
' \

I

If
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in the area of adult fitness. However, schools and collegesa'rq

limited in the number of job opportunities that they can offer in

this area. Even the YMCA's do not have adequate vacancies to

accommodate the wealth of trained people who are now available.

If for no other reason, the profession should look to the commercial

health field as a potential source of employment for personn01.

trained in the area of physical education with emphasis in the area

of adult fitness.and exercise physiology.

Let's talk for,just a minute about the health spa and
C 4

what it is. Up until about eight months ago, I really didn't know

much about health spas. I had spent tea -years with The President's

Council on Physical Fitness and Sports, two years as State Director

of Physical Education in Kansas, two years as a helping teacher of

physical education in elementary schools in Kansas City, Kansas,

and within those years also I spent-some time as president of a

company that designed and marketed prOgrats of physical fitness to

industry. ,Would you 'believe in ail: those years T never once visited

a commercial health spa. Also, I never even knew anybody who worked

in a commercial health spa. As a,matter bf fact, I was embarrassed

to even think about going to a commercial health spa. The

reason being that the advertisements that Thad seen concerning these
..-

institutions made me feel, as_though'`there was lomesthing ,zisque about
, p+ A :

going there; and I thought, if I did coo tO4a,TheAlth spa, somehow mye
:.

.

,-
professional would be "tainted".. nat, caused,,me,to have-these

..

I 4

8
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kinds of impressions'about a ,health spa? Partly I think it was

because I drew certain conclusions from my undergraduate training

that health spas were not "professional". Also, during my

:undergraduate training, I never had any interest in thearea of

adult physical fitness. My*goal was to become,an elementary or

high school or university instructor of physital education. But

eight months ago, or more accurately ten months ago, after'17years

as "professionaFrI became interested in the commercial health spa

industry. Through my work at The President's Council on Physical

Fitness,and Sports,- I was introduced to a man who was President of

the world's largest chain of health spas. Asia matter of.fact, I

worked with this man on profbssional committees. And, as a result,

I developed a friendship with him and an admiration for his sincerity

and interests in adult health and physical fitness. So I began to

learn more. I asked questions; I visited health spas; and I found

out that most of ,the people who worked in these spas had a sincere

interest in the health and well being of the people who came there

as members. They had a "professional" interest without a professional .

educationa) background. So I made up my mind that I would attempt

to cast aside my stereotype images of what a health spa 'was and try

to focus on what it really is. Finally, I was offered.an opportunity.

to join this company in a new professional position. And then,I

almost made one of the biggest mistakes of My life; f alMost didn't

accept the invitation. And the reason I almost didn't accept was

becauseI was stilt living with the old stereotypes that I had about

lk N.

9
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this industry. I was very concerned about what my colleagues would

think of me if 1 made this move. Now that I have been with Health

Indus tries for a little over eight,months,,I want to tell you

tomething about the spa business.

Our'company owns aid operates the European Health SpaS

throughout the United'States. We have 144 such locationg in

80 cities and 28 states. We employ 2,700'people and last year our

gross sales were approximately $65f0001000. We have about one-half
4'

million members w)lo attend our ,spas three times a weak. The

membership is made up of both men and Women i8 year's of age and

over. We have Men ,instructors for men aid omen inStructOrs for' the

women. A typical facility costs between $250,000 to $750,000. It

consists of an exercise room,. mostly resistive type exercise

apparatus of the Universal Gymnasium or the Nautilus design;

barbells1- dumbbell's alrchrome, of course; electric and Manual

treadmills; stationery bicycles; and some passive equipment. Our

,spas also have small swimming poolS, large whirlpools, saunas,

steam rooms, inhalation rooms, bold plunges, oil baths, nurseries
4

foE mothers to leave their children,,and locker -and shower areas.

Our programs include yoga classes, weight'training classes, ballet

classes, stretch classes, nutritional guidance, outdoor jogging,

and wel,tre even bejinning to sponsor athletic competition betweep

spaS, The staff is ,mostly on tt young side 35-years of age and

younger. Wel-lave...some PhD.'S with physical education backgrounds,

10
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many college graduates from the field of business, and some personnel

'with only high school diplomas. Buti-as a group, I think you would

have to rate them generally higher in physical fitness than the

average group of physical, educators; and certainly they have an

almost evangelistic type interest In the subject of- physical fitness.;_,
For the most part they cave information .... the kind o?information

that you have to give. They want to be able to do their job, of

making people more.fit and health knowledgeable, as best as'they can.

'So, anyone who promises to haVe information that will help them to

do their job better is in great demand. Their rewa2d is in the

results they receive. They have a base salary which is comparable

or above most beginning teaching positions and they receive additional

comp -ensation from the memberships which they sell or for which they

are responsible, through service, foerenewal.

-
Re ently our'industry,has fdrmed the Association of Physical

tness Center This A ,has published such documents as
,\

The,Pfealth Spa dustry A Private,Sector Solution To A National

-'Problem,''C de of thical Practices, and What You Should Know About

A Health Spa Membership. The Association of Physical Fitness

Centers is a trade association. Its primary responsibiliW is to

provide a vehicle for its members to police'its own industry. We

recogrfize that there are problems still existing. We know that some

-,,,

unscrupulous operators will resort to uch tactics as falses,,,,,

advertising, high pressure sales, h iting", ever technique$, and
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4

other methods to simply sign the unsuspecting public to memberships.
R'

Unfortunately most of these operators kaye no interest in servicing

the neiq member once'he has joined his club. Th.s is the same-type
4

of individual who will pull a trailer up to a vacant lot, put-up a

sign that he will soon be building the "fountain of yolith health spa ", t'

do preselling up to amounts in the hundreds of thousands of dollarsT,

and then one night pull up his trailer and drixe away. When that

happens you can imagine the effect it has on the legitimate

businessman who is operating a full service, permanent health spa

built along the lines which I have mentioned earlier. And, just

for your information, when that happens those members of the

Association who remain in the community usually opt to honor those

memberships at no cost to the individual. The reason, of course,

is that it does a great deal for these clubs in term of their

-... relationship with consumer affairs people and for helping to enhance
,

their status in the business community,,

.

As for magnitude of the health spa business in the United

States, a Federal Trade Commission survey pointed out that there are
,

now 2,000 health spas in the United States .... although the Yellow

Pages .i.n'the telephone directories throUghout the country indicate

some 4,000 health spas. However, these usually include massage

parlors.of which we are not speaking ti By the way, that's another

problem that we have to live with. Many of the illegitimate

massage parlors call themselves health spas and, of course, their

12
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scandalous, reputation is quite liberally wrinkled among all of

the legitimate health spas by those people who are mis ormed

or uninformed about the difference between a full -lines health

Oa interested in physical fitness and a massage parlor interested

only in illicit sex. The Association of Physical Fitness Centers

estimates that there are between 2(000 and ,2 lth clubs

throughout the United States. As ftth. time_the-.A FC thas 27
/

-.members which include 357 individUal health clubs. , as ypu can

see, the Association is really still in its infanCy. I do want to

add that the Association of Physical Fitness Center is holding

its first rational convention-later this month in Miami, Florida

at which time there will be representatives from the Federal Trade

Commission participating in panel disoaSsions concerned primarily

with recent FTC proposed rulings which will affect the operation

of health clubs.

Finally,, as,a point.of.information I want to let you

' know what's happened in some of the larger health club companips

throughout this country. The, organization I belong to,,Health

Industries, which I mentioned'owns'and operates European Health,

Spas has taken 'several major innovative steps towards increasing

the amount of professionalism associated with our.programs. In,

ac1ditii to hiring staff members with pro ssional bacOrounds, we

have recently,formed an Advisory Committee made up of six

-prominent members of your profesion, We have recentlyintr uced
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a new Standard Exercise ManUal in all of our spas to develop a

higher level of standardization and base of,knowledge among our

instructors and consultants. We have developed, both employee and

member newsletters and we have been discussing potential areas

of research which we feel would be most appropriate to be conducted

In our spas. Qther health club companies are 501,lowing the same

patterns. Professionals are being invited to serve, on Advisory

Committees and-as consultants. The industry itself has showed a

substantial interest in upgrading its product by participation in

programs of the APFC.. Also, staff personnel of health'spas area

working in community and state medical and other alth lated

associations to assist in community educati

in the areas of cardiopulmonary

pressure screening progra

susc

d tr ning programs

d high

A dr t4te e are t i 1 ieS o

legislatures - oug

subcommitt

instru s in

intro cedby

will affect the

a54.-rt opera

est

rants. Some State

education committ
#

e certification potentia erf--

formed

la r-alth spas. Model legislation has been
,... /

t ,-4 se. ation in some states ...-. legislation
50

sps..4tion of health clibs to protect the c. sumer

alie. 'In addition, the leadeShip

.
your own

I

profession asking* h t can be done to assis ,--this emerging
,

insure that e programs they are offering will be the

/Rost beneficial
/

the adulcitizen to whom they are directed.

14
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4

t.

It is my-own personal belief that five years from now,

or hopefully less than that, the existence of physical education

graduates working in health spas will be the rule .... not the
,41164,4

exception. When that occurs, I think you, as a profession, will

be ready to make a more open, fair view of the operation of a

commercial health spa. In fact, it's my unscientific opinion that

possibly 75% of the members of our profession have never been
6

inside of a full line commercial health spa. Yet, if /these same

,people were asked by their friends and neighbors whether or not

they should join a health spa, they probably would respond that they

"shoUldn't join because they can do everything they need to do in ,

their own home" or "health clubs are a rip-off" ori"there's nobody

in, the health spa who knows what they are doing aid can tell you

what to do". I know .... I use to be one of thos/e people who was

really pretty_ tough on the health spa. ' My stand' rd reaction to the

health spa question was always that the "health/spa was probably as

good as what you .as an individual put into it"/.... and, I still

feel that way. If an individual joins the health spa and thinks

that by merely joining something miraculous i. ring to happen to

him, he is'mistaketts you know, ,simply joining a health spa will

never make anyone physically fit. Each individual must display

enough willpower,and self- discipline to go to'thd spa on a regular

basis and follow the program that-is set up foi him. However, I do

'feel that the health spa can go a long way in providing that key to

motivation that Most individuals lack who are physically unfit.

125
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Not only Can they provide the motivation .... they can provide

the facilities and an atmosphere that is pleasurable to b2 in

and potentially able to provicle the desired results.

In closing, let me issue to you as a group these challenges:

1) Go visit health spa, or two or more, in your own city

and see what's going on.

2) Determine the opportunities that are available there

for the graduates from your college or university.t

3) Offer to give some professional guidance to the

management of the .spa thru service on a club committee

or consultation.

4) Contact the Association of Physical Fitness Centers

at 52'72 River Road, Washington, D.C. 20016, and ask

for inforMation about the Association.

5) And, then ask yourself if you have a bias against the.

commercial health spa. If you do, examine honestly

with yourself what these biases are. Once you come

, up with the answers, I suggest you take a stand. Do-

something about your feelings. If there is something

wron with the health spa in your area, do something to

correct it. Contact the APFC for help, if necessary.

And, if you like what you find - if you see a potential.

for good, work to improve it.

ti
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,II you yourself are teaching at a college or university and

have all the fine facilities that have been provided through

either public or private funds, it will be easy for you to look

upon the health spa as a mediocre type of facility. Most health

spas do not contain olympic-size swimming pools, indoor tennis

courts, or all-weather outdoor running tracks. Of course, some

do. But, keep in mind that in a survey conducted by The

President's Council on Physical Fitness and Sporti less than 3%

of the adults in the United StateS participate in any kind of
ft

organized program of .exercise, including YMCA's. Therefore,

there is a great, need in most cities, in most communities, and

in most states to provide -the facilities and the leadership

necessary to.conduct well organized, scientifically sound programs
4

of-physical activity for the adult members of our society. I
AM

personally think that'it is your responsibility, as well as mine,

to take a new lookzat our professional obligations to overcome

. our biases, if we have any, and to. offer whatever constructive

help we cah to assist the health spa induStry to gain acceptance

in our, soc4ety through the development of programs that will

, ultimately lead to improved levels of physical fitness for all of

our citizens.

4
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